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We apply the concept of “biopolitical citizenship” to show how and with what consequences biology and medicine are mobilized as political techniques in the legal immigration procedures of permanent residency acquisition and family reunification. Medical examinations and DNA testing are employed by the U.S. state as objective sorting criteria in the immigration legal process. Based on qualitative examination of immigrants’ and their attorneys’ participation in the legalization process, we demonstrate how these biological screening mechanisms create added uncertainty and problems that disproportionately affect particular people. In this context, aspiring citizens undergo biological evaluations that appear transparent, objective, and democratic. However, because of how evaluations are structured, they actually lower the chances of certain individuals to succeed in their citizenship endeavors. Keywords: biomedicine; biopolitical citizenship; immigration; legalization; stratification.

In a globalizing world with high population mobility, liberal democratic immigrant-receiving states face the practical problems of admitting newcomers and selecting some for permanent residency (Walzer 1983). In the United States, France, and other countries (Fassin and d’Halluin 2007; Helén and Lemke 2012; Ticktin 2011), a combination of increasingly restrictive immigration control policies (Menjívar and Abrego 2012) and fears of the spread of infectious diseases (Dara et al. 2013) has prompted legislators to resort to biological and medical evidence as a means of sorting aspiring citizens. The underlying idea is that biomedicine does not lie: it offers absolute and transparent bases to grant or deny forms of citizenship. Specifically, DNA fingerprinting is presumed to establish family ties beyond dispute, and medical exams are expected to objectively screen out the unhealthy immigrants from the healthy (Borenstein 2006; Villiers 2010). While biomedicine may not lie, it does not necessarily speak unequivocally, consistently, and fairly. The actual implementation of biomedical techniques within broader health and immigration bureaucracies may skew the selection process by putting certain groups of people at greater risk for residency and citizenship denial for reasons beyond biological criteria. In this article, we explain the social stratification that results from using biomedical criteria in permanent residency and citizenship procedures.

To examine how biomedical criteria affect the sorting of aspiring citizens, we develop the notion of “biopolitical citizenship,” coined by Steven Epstein (2007) as a unifying concept for the various terminology researchers have applied to moments when the “biology of a population has become the grounds for social membership and the basis of staking citizenship claims” (Petryna 2002:5; see also Rose and Novas 2005). The merger of biomedicine with politics reflects increasingly specialized ways of defining, knowing, and governing populations on biological grounds.
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The configuration of biomedical tests and medical authorities in legalization procedures gives rise to highly consequential assessments that shape immigrants’ lives, the implementation of immigration law, and the notion of citizenship itself (Fassin and Rechtman 2009; Ticktin 2011; Willen 2011).

While we recognize that “citizenship” is also a legal category, we invoke the language of citizenship in this article to refer to the full or partial incorporation of individuals into the national polity through state-derived biopolitical criteria (Epstein 2007). Biopolitical citizenship refers to a mode of claiming rights that individuals may undertake vis-à-vis the state and to a mode of granting rights that states may undertake vis-à-vis individuals, both based on biomedical criteria. The content and consequences of biopolitical citizenship differ depending on whether it is mobilized by individuals or imposed by the state; a mandatory or optional way of becoming or being a citizen; and facilitative of partial or full citizenship. In addition, biopolitical citizenship varies in the extent to which it bestows rights and responsibilities on included populations.

We argue that when biopolitical citizenship enters the immigration context, the policy logic of sorting aspiring citizens on biomedical criteria produces stratifying effects depending on how biomedicine and politics intersect in adjudicative evaluations and decisions. Immigration policies intend to sort aspiring citizens using inclusion and exclusion criteria. However, integrating biopolitical citizenship criteria into legalization procedures functions to distinguish people not only based on biomedical techniques but also on how these same techniques become implemented within broader health care and migration bureaucracies. These effects of biomedical measures systematically exclude some people from citizenship. In response, immigrants and their advocates may try to counter some of the exclusionary consequences. This article addresses two research questions. When and how does the U.S. state request biological evidence from immigrant petitioners, and vice versa, when and how do immigrants and their lawyers employ biological status in making citizenship claims? What are the consequences of biopolitical citizenship in the U.S. legalization process?

We investigate the stratifying effects of two salient biomedical technologies in the contemporary U.S. legalization process: medical examinations and DNA testing. These technologies differ depending on whether they are mandatory or voluntary and thus lend themselves to different opportunities for biological citizenship mobilization and resistance. They also offer a biological basis for different criteria of legalization: the medical examination relates to the immigrant petitioner’s health, while DNA testing takes the immigrant’s family as an object of inquiry.

We aim to bridge literature on international migration and citizenship with inquiries germane to medical sociology and the sociology of science. Our analysis of biopolitical citizenship in U.S. immigration law advances scholarship on sociolegal citizenship by building on conceptualizations of immigration control that center on policy implementation via intermediary mechanisms, institutions, and social actors (Coutin 2000; Fassin and d’Halluin 2005; Gilboy 1991; Lakhani forthcoming; Marrow 2009; Menjívar and Abrego 2012). By analyzing how one group of intermediaries, attorneys, serve as brokers in the context of biomedical screening evaluations, we configure immigration lawyers as “agents and critics of law” (Coutin 2000:104; emphasis added). Immigration lawyers are agents of law in how their brokering work involves interpreting and applying existing legal statutes, regulations, and requirements of the state to immigrants’ lives. Lawyers’ capacity to facilitate immigrants’ legal inclusion resides in their alignment with the U.S. state, as professionals trained in its rules. Yet by strategically laboring to enfranchise those who are not state members, lawyers can also be conceptualized as critics of law (Coutin 2000; Lakhani forthcoming).

Biopolitical citizenship specifically calls attention to the role of biomedical authorities and technologies in initiating, reproducing, and transforming practices of social stratification that produce inclusion and exclusion. The concept goes beyond the traditional medical sociology approach of “medicalization,” which sees a gradual expansion of medical definitions and practices to solve social problems (Conrad 2007). Biopolitical citizenship, in contrast, emphasizes the mutual metamorphoses of politics and medicine through their interaction, keeping in mind that biomedicine is
and always has been political (Clarke et al. 2003). Concerns about fairness, democracy, and
distribution come sharply into view when existing biomedical technologies are employed not just
to screen for health risks but also to confer legal and social legitimacy upon populations (Foucault

Biopolitical Citizenship

Citizenship in its formal connotation reflects a way in which governments legally incorporate
categories of people fully as citizens and bestow rights and responsibilities on them. Among the
typical responsibilities of citizens are taxation, jury duty, and military service in exchange for
political, legal, and social welfare rights. Immigrants may experience forms of social, economic,
political, ethnic, religious, and cultural marginalization for reasons independent of their legal
standing. Nevertheless, legal status shapes immigrants’ socioeconomic life chances, access to public
services, political enfranchisement, physical and psychological health and well being, protection
from deportation, and possibilities for family reunification (Brubaker 1990; Donato and Armenta 2011; Gonzales and Chavez 2012; Hagan et al. 2003; Massey and Bartley 2005; Massey, Durand, and Malone 2002; Menjívar and Abrego 2012; Willen 2012; Yoshikawa 2011).

In many nation-states, including the United States, Canada, and numerous European coun-
tries, formal citizenship is based on place of birth, parental origins, or both. Noncitizen residents may
acquire citizenship through a process of naturalization that varies by country but that often includes
a mandatory duration of physical residency, knowledge of the country’s history and primary
language, and a fee (Bloemraad 2006; Hansen and Weil 2001). In the United States, only citizens
are endowed with a complete set of civic, political, and social rights, making citizenship status highly
valuable notwithstanding that formal entitlement to benefits does not guarantee substantive access
to resources (Abrego 2008; Bumiller 1988; Engel and Munger 2003). All legal categories of state
membership other than U.S. citizenship entail some material exclusion and formal limitations
(Bosniak 2006; Brubaker 1990). Noncitizens are differentiated from each other by their particular
legal standing, which determines their position along a continuum extending from undocumented
to permanent legal residency status. Immigrants’ place along this continuum, which corresponds to
a sliding scale of entitlements and privileges, dictates the rights they may assert (Morris 2002).

The social science perspective on citizenship goes beyond a legal standing and a set of rights
and responsibilities: it includes active civic and political participation within a territory and a sense
of social belonging (Bloemraad, Korteweg, and Yurdakul 2008; Isin and Turner 2007). Drawing
on the post-World War II situation in the United Kingdom, T. H. Marshall (1950) proposed that
citizenship involves civil, political, and social rights and obligations derived through legal status as
well as an identity and assorted practices. Collective identity may in fact influence legal status
since state-based rights often follow from collective political action (Milkman 2006; Seif 2008;
Tilly 1998). Immigrants complicate the relationship between state-based rights and collective
identity. They may reside for long periods as noncitizens within state territories yet share few of
the same rights enjoyed by citizens; they may also feel like citizens but lack official citizenship
status (Gleeson 2010; Gonzales 2011; Waldinger 2007). Consequently, the relevance of juridical
citizenship for immigrants in the United States, Europe, and other contexts has been debated in
the academic literature using notions such as global citizenship, supranational citizenship, trans-
national citizenship, and postnational membership (for a review, see Glick Schiller, Basch, and
Blanc-Szanton 1992; Soysal 1994; Varsanyi 2006). Yet observers acknowledge the continued rele-
vance of legal status in these contexts as well (Gonzales and Chavez 2012; Joppke and Morawska
2003; Menjívar 2006; Nicholls 2011; Waldinger and Fitzgerald 2004).

In the wake of rapid discoveries in genomics and medicine, contemporary forms of biopolitical
citizenship have proliferated. Biopolitical citizenship refers to situations in which biology and health
become a basis for citizenship, understood as some form of state membership that denotes legal
and/or social legitimacy if not legal citizenship (Epstein 2007). As with the concept of citizenship, biopolitical citizenship has a more narrow connotation that specifies the legal relationship of individuals to a nation-state (Petryna 2002) and a broader meaning of people politically organizing based on shared biological grounds (Rose and Novas 2005). In these conceptualizations, individuals relate their biological position to their social, lived experiences within the state. They subsequently present their biology to another state actor, an expert (usually a physician or another medical professional), who performs a formal classification of their biology that individuals then appropriate to make demands on the state or that the state uses to grant citizenship rights.

Scholars have noted significant differences between the current manifestations of biopolitical citizenship from the earlier racialized, eugenic form, which was aimed at population control by removing or enhancing the purported inferior (Rose 2007). Damaged biology became a basis for state entitlement and empowerment in the aftermath of the Chernobyl nuclear disaster, when the young Ukrainian state offered financial and health-care benefits to those exposed to radiation (Petryna 2002). Similarly, the U.S. government mandate to include racial minorities, women, and other underrepresented groups in federally funded research constitutes a new mode of incorporating citizens into the national polity and its scientific institutions (Epstein 2007). Vinh-Kim Nguyen (2010) introduced “therapeutic citizenship” to capture the strong sense of rights and responsibilities, political alliances, and demands on the state among people living with HIV-AIDS in South Africa. In all of these instances, biological differentiation is used to claim membership stakes in state institutions and to classify, monitor, and regulate a population, often in deeply contested ways that pitch various stakeholders against each other.

Biopolitical citizenship implies a diversion of biomedical aims. Traditionally, medical screening and testing has been performed in a target population for a diagnostic or preventive health purpose (Armstrong and Eborall 2012). Screening programs have raised questions about the scope of the nation-state as purveyor of population health because of the limited power of the state to compel people to undergo medical assessments and to adhere to medical screening recommendations (Armstrong 1995). With some exceptions (Timmermans and Buchbinder 2013), participation in screening has been voluntary, and in recent decades most states have refrained from quarantining sick populations, preferring instead to rely on education and voluntary treatment regimes. Using medical screening and testing in the immigration legal setting deploys medical procedures as a form of coercive social control with high-stakes consequences (Zola 1972). At the population level, the issue is no longer identification of asymptomatic patients but the protection of a population from disease with mandatory, exclusionary means. For individuals who submit to biomedical evaluations in the immigration legal context, no longer personal health but their ability to build their lives in a geographical area hangs in the balance.

Not all modes of biopolitical citizenship are equivalent. Biopolitical citizenship may be imposed by the state on candidate citizens or asserted by aspiring citizens and their advocates to the state. With socioeconomic and political resources at stake, biopolitical citizenship claims have become targets of social and political activism (Epstein 1996; Klawiter 2009; Martucci 2010; Rodriguez 2006). They may be facilitated by mid-level state actors (e.g., nongovernmental organizations [NGOs]) keen on culling benefits for a particular population of interest (Fassin 2009; Fassin and Rechtman 2009; James 2010; Kim 2011). Didier Fassin and Estelle d’Halluin (2005, 2007) note that medical certifiers affiliated with NGOs in France mobilize asylum seekers’ biology through their physical bodies as evidence of their social experiences, in order to present them as worthy of state support and benefits (Ticktin 2006, 2011). In Ruth Fitzgerald’s (2008:255) understanding of biopolitical citizenship, access to state resources depends on the development of “lay’ expertise” and ground-level collective support directed at state members with the power to grant or deny access to resources (Beckett and Hoffman 2005; Bumiller 2009). Nikolas Rose and Carlos Novas (2005:446) argue that biological “citizens” cultivate knowledge about their biological characteristics, and, in solidarity with others of similar “biovalue,” demand access to state services or recognition of their biological condition at a collective level (Heath, Rapp, and Taussig 2004; Nguyen 2010).
Social scientists and legal scholars have investigated how immigrants and their advocates make “legalizing moves” (Coutin 2000) by framing aspects of their identities and personalities, life experiences and social activities, and personal relationships in legal documents to facilitate desired results. Jaeun Kim (2011:761) examined how immigrants and bureaucrats in South Korea invoke various “identity tags”—documents, performance, or biometric information such as fingerprints and blood samples—to establish or deny the authenticity of kinship ties and to confirm or disclaim understandings of personhood, belonging, and entitlement. Miriam Ticktin’s research on French humanitarian immigration policies found that immigrants who “sell [their] suffering” (2006:45) to legal decision makers and mid-level gatekeepers, including doctors, nurses, and social workers, through “exceptional” and “dramatic” (2011:129) accounts of physical violence are often rewarded with legal recognition. The biological language that “citizens” collectively employ vis-à-vis the state affects their corporeal self-understandings and relationships; this “pluralize[s] biological and biomedical truth, introduce[s] doubt and controversy, and relocate[s] science in the fields of experience, politics, and capitalism” (Rose and Novas 2005:447).

Citizenship on a biological basis is inherently intertwined with processes of stratification, as it privileges or includes certain people based on their biological or genetic status and disadvantages or excludes others (Epstein 2007; Petryna 2002; Rose and Novas 2005). A state that uses biological labels to distinguish and disenfranchise undeserving individuals retains considerable power in its invocation of “science as a political technique” (Petryna 2003). States direct stratification on biological grounds by homogenizing lives for subcategories of people (Ong 2003), a process Epstein (2007:135–36) has referred to as “niche standardization.” If a state recognizes the construction of health or biology that individuals produce and claim, it confers “biolegitimacy” on people (Fassin 2009:49), endorsing biological life in political life.

The incorporation of biomedical criteria into the U.S. immigration adjudication process offers a lens to examine the conditions under which biomedicine becomes legally, politically, and socially relevant in the relationship between immigrants and the state. While biomedical techniques are employed by the state as an egalitarian way to inject more transparency into legalization decisions, the way biomedical evaluations are structured fosters uncertainty and stratification that unfairly disadvantage certain petitioners. In part, this is because biomedicine in the immigration legal process is not a fixed entity but part of “living law” (Ehrlich 1913), in this case a set of properties to be mobilized and evaluated in the context of state-imposed legalization procedures that are completed by immigrants with guidance from attorneys. Lawyers, acting as intermediary brokers, help individuals understand the juridicability of their personal complaints, encouraging them to remedy their situations vis-à-vis legal institutions and authorities (Berger 2009; Coutin 2000; Hernández 2010; Lakhani forthcoming). In this study, attorneys served as brokers by advising immigrants when and under what circumstances they should undergo biomedical assessments in the legalization process to promote their incorporation as permanent residents or to facilitate their reunion with family members still abroad. By examining medical examinations and DNA testing in U.S. legalization procedures, we delineate the different sorting logics that these modes of biopolitical citizenship hinge on and their consequences for aspiring citizens.

Data and Methods

The first author collected three sources of qualitative data. The first includes three years of ethnographic participant observation at a nonprofit organization in Los Angeles, California that provided free legal and social services to low-income city and county residents. The second consists of observations gathered during two years of bimonthly “Network” meetings of a group of Los Angeles nonprofit attorneys who represented immigrants applying for regularization through victim-based, or humanitarian, immigration remedies. The third data source is a collection of 17 in-depth, semistructured interviews with Los Angeles nonprofit attorneys about their case experiences with and perceptions of biomedical procedures in the immigration legal process.
From January 2009 to December 2011, the first author volunteered weekly as a law clerk at Equal Justice of Los Angeles ("Equal Justice" or "EJLA," a pseudonym), assisting immigration lawyers and migrant petitioners as they applied for victim-based forms of legal relief including political asylum (granted to victims of persecution or those who fear persecution in their countries of origin) and U Visa status (granted to victims of crimes that occurred in the United States who collaborate with law enforcement), as well as permanent residency, citizenship, and reunification with family members still abroad. Immigrants soliciting legal status within the context of EJLA were low-income male and female adults and children from countries in Africa, Asia, Latin America, and the Middle East. During the period of ethnographic fieldwork and volunteer work at Equal Justice, which was conducted for a larger project on immigrants’ legalization experiences, the first author took detailed field notes about interactions and meetings that involved discussion of medical examinations and DNA testing. In September 2009, the first author was invited to attend Network meetings. Immigration lawyers in the Network, including EJLA attorneys and those from other organizations, convened every other month to discuss and strategize surrounding challenges in their casework, including constraints and inequalities of biomedical screening procedures. In February and March of 2012, the first author conducted 17 interviews with Equal Justice and other immigration attorneys involved in the Network that focused on medical examinations and DNA testing in the legalization process. All interviews were conducted in English and lasted between 30 minutes and 1.5 hours. This research received IRB approval.

Both authors analyzed ethnographic field notes and interview transcripts following the steps of abductive analysis (Timmermans and Tavory 2012). This data analysis approach emphasizes an iterative process of close coding of data in light of existing theories in order to innovate and amend them. In our case, relevant theoretical perspectives were drawn from the fields of science studies, medical sociology, and international migration. Analysis began in June 2011. Once biopolitics emerged as a theoretical theme, the first author collected additional ethnographic data between July and December 2011 by assisting with and observing EJLA immigration cases involving biomedical assessments in order to explore nuances in existing data instances. In-depth interviews with attorneys were also conducted for this purpose in early 2012 and complemented ethnographic data. After this data collection was complete, the authors undertook several iterative cycles of coding, memo writing, and theorizing. The specific focus of the broader study was the legal processing of immigrants’ legalization claims and we therefore highlight the role of attorneys (rather than clinicians) in navigating biopolitical citizenship.

**Biological Contestations and Negotiations in Pursuit of Membership**

The social stratification potential of biopolitical citizenship depends on the specific blend of biomedicine and politics that is achieved in legalization proceedings. Here, we will focus on two salient forms of biopolitical citizenship criteria in the U.S. immigration legal process: the medical exam and DNA testing for family reunification purposes. Both of these evaluations promise scientific objectivity via measurable and falsifiable biomedical criteria. However, using these particular biomedical techniques in immigration legal procedures also implies converting a modus operandi for a different purpose and inserting it into a bureaucracy with conflicting political priorities. This blend of biology and politics (Jasanoff 2004) reproduces pernicious social stratification, with individuals already subject to forms of social marginalization becoming even more disenfranchised in the legalization process.

**The Medical Exam**

Medical examinations in contemporary U.S. immigration proceedings hark back to public health officials’ medical certification of aspiring immigrants on “the line” at Ellis Island and
similar stations in the first half of the twentieth century. Screening mandates at the time were narrowly defined in legal regulations, such that immigrants diagnosed with certain conditions were excluded from entry. However, research suggests that public health officials overwhelmed by thousands of immigrants only conducted cursory examinations (Fairchild 2003). Currently, the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) specifies that persons seeking to enter the United States as permanent residents may be deemed inadmissible to the country by adjudicators at the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) based on medical concerns that include having a "communicable disease of public health significance," failing to present documentation of vaccination, having a physical or mental disorder associated with harmful behavior, or being a drug abuser or addict. Immigrants who are obligated to undergo a medical examination in the country as part of their legalization must submit Form I-693 to USCIS as proof of their health status. Approximately 3,000 physicians designated by USCIS as "civil surgeons" perform the medical examinations (CDC 2012).

Civil surgeons are expected to perform immigration medical examinations according to the Technical Instructions for the Medical Examinations of Aliens in the United States, published by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). USCIS indicates that a medical examination should cover four components: (1) a review of the applicant’s medical history; (2) a review of medical records; (3) a review of systems to determine the presence and severity of Class A and B conditions; and (4) a physical examination, including an evaluation of mental status and relevant diagnostic tests (USCIS 2012). "Class A" conditions include communicable diseases such as active tuberculosis or syphilis, physical or mental disorders associated with harmful behaviors, or drug abuse or addiction. If civil surgeons determine that immigrants have a Class A condition, they are marked as "inadmissible." Individuals may also be diagnosed with "Class B" conditions, including physical or mental abnormalities, diseases, or disabilities that constitute a substantial departure from normal health or well being. These conditions do not make immigrants inadmissible in and of themselves. Nevertheless, the diagnosis of a "Class B" condition by a civil surgeon may figure into USCIS adjudicators’ discretionary evaluations of applicants’ overall health, making migrants vulnerable to a determination of inadmissibility. After completing a medical examination, the civil surgeon is supposed to give the immigrant applicant the completed Form I-693 in a sealed envelope, which the applicant then submits to USCIS.

USCIS presents the medical exam as an egalitarian and objective way to sort aspiring immigrants. In reality, inequitable forms of sorting have already occurred by the time immigrants undergo these biomedical evaluations. The "fairness" of the assessment is questionable because the immigration medical exam was implemented within the general U.S. health-care system, which is known for unequal access, great expense, and practice variation. Consequently, many of the well-acknowledged predicaments associated with the for-profit U.S. health-care system impact whether and how the immigration medical exam takes place, and its outcome. Such problems transmute into legal status problems in the immigration context.

Cost

USCIS certifies civil surgeons and provides them with suggested exam guidelines but does not infringe on physicians' autonomy to determine evaluation fees. Civil surgeons set their own prices for the medical exam, and immigration attorneys in this study reported that the price for an exam in Los Angeles typically ranged from $75 to $400, to be paid out-of-pocket by the client. This baseline fee did not include added assessments or vaccines civil surgeons deemed necessary to complete their medical assessments. For indigent immigrants trying to support themselves and family members on limited income, such costs can become insurmountable barriers to legalization. In an interview, a lawyer described a client on "the brink of homelessness" who could not spare the $240 it would cost for her and her three children to undergo medical exams in order to apply for permanent residency. "They're trying to eat," the attorney explained. But "the problem is, this is going to hold off the whole citizenship
[process]" for the family, stunting their ability to stabilize their lives over the long term. Because the lawyers in our study worked with low-income clients, attorneys sometimes suggested immigrants visit "cheaper" doctors for their medical exams. They noticed, however, that "cheap" exams were more likely to produce incorrectly filled-out forms. At Equal Justice, we observed lawyers recommend that their clients ask for copies of their completed medical examination forms before leaving the doctor’s office. That way, attorneys could double-check for discrepancies before submitting immigrants’ sealed biomedical materials to USCIS. But some clinicians balked at such a request, charging the price of a full exam for each copy. Civil surgeons also charged for revisits when they filled out the Form I-693 incorrectly.

Attorneys stated that “shady” financial practices associated with the medical exam were not uncommon. Legal regulations dictate that immigrants who underwent medical exams at U.S. consular offices abroad simply need to update their vaccination status within the first two years of U.S. residency. Instead, many clinicians insist on a complete vaccination record and “charge them again for the whole thing [medical exam],” an Equal Justice lawyer articulated in an interview. As with many health-care interactions, clinicians treated the medical exam as a service they (or more often their office staff) sold. Immigrant patients had limited information to compare quality or cost (Light 2010), particularly when they had limited funds to expend on the evaluation. Consequently, lawyers played upon the competition of service providers. In a Network meeting, after group discussion revealed that a "cheap" doctor several attorneys had been sending immigrants to was charging clients twice for the exam to correct their own administrative errors, lawyers resolved to take their “business” elsewhere if the practice continued.

**Unnecessary Procedures**

As physicians, civil surgeons have professional autonomy over the services they provide, and clinicians are free to order whatever tests they determine they need to fill out the form. In interviews, several lawyers recalled their reactions of surprise when they realized immigrants had undergone blood tests that legal authorities did not require. Considering the high stakes of legalization decisions and a captive patient population, most patients did not question the need for additional tests.

**Professional Discretion**

Amendments to the INA in 1990 enhanced the discretionary judgment power of civil surgeons to establish the health status of immigrants. For example, under previous legal guidelines, immigrants who had been diagnosed with mental retardation, insanity, psychopathic personality, sexual deviation, or mental defect were ineligible for admission or for adjustment of status to permanent residency. As amended, the INA no longer lists specific physical or mental conditions (aside from a number of “communicable diseases of public health significance”) that automatically exclude immigrants, but instead requires civil surgeons to decide whether immigrants have physical or mental disorders that pose a threat to the property, safety, or welfare of themselves or others (CDC 2012).

Lawyers aimed to position immigrants as best they could for unpredictable interactions with their would-be evaluators. If they discerned “triggers” in clients’ verbal statements or documents in their legal files that were indicative or suggestive of a communicable disease, a physical or mental disorder, or substance abuse or addiction, attorneys encouraged immigrants to preemptively seek medical attention and obtain records of their treatment. In an interview, an Equal Justice lawyer described her reaction upon learning that a U Visa client had syphilis during her “prescreening” of the immigrant’s health prior to starting the permanent residency application process. As one of the “communicable diseases of public health significance,” syphilis could potentially bar the individual from a positive exam outcome and deter residency.
In preparing the client, we were just discussing that they [USCIS] want to make sure you don’t have communicable diseases that are going to affect others here in the United States. I gave examples, and [she] said, “Oh, OK, because I have that. I have syphilis…” I ended up going on the CDC website, [which] provides guidance to the doctors on how to fill out the forms. Through some research, we started seeing what was inadmissible and what wasn’t. I guess there are different stages [of syphilis]. I didn’t know anything about this, but I looked into it and from there I had to tell the client, “Well, don’t do your medical exam yet. You’ll need to go to your doctor. I need to know whether you have Type A or Type B, and that you are under a doctor’s care.” She had been receiving care and she went to inquire, and then she brought me a diagnosis. In the end, I realized that she had the type that was not the inadmissible version, so from there we were able to file.

Unequal Access to Care

When it came to physical or mental conditions with symptoms that could be “risky” to individuals or those around them and were incurable, there was more uncertainty surrounding how medical examiners would depict conditions in exam forms, and thus how likely individuals were to become residents. An EJLA attorney described a “psychological issue” that could be “difficult” to parlay into residency because it was very dependent on the medical examiner’s interpretation of the individual’s condition. During an interview, she explained that she was concerned that a client who had been diagnosed with schizophrenia, but controlled with medications, might encounter difficulty when it came time to apply for permanent residency. The immigrant’s treating physician stated that she was at no risk for recollection and no risk to herself or others as long as she took her medication. Nonetheless, the lawyer observed, “But the medical professional [civil surgeon] makes whatever determination they make. It’s strange that a physician who has been treating her for four years wouldn’t be trusted [by USCIS] over this person that she paid $150 to sit down with her for 20 minutes.” While immigrants’ primary care physicians may vouch for their health vis-à-vis civil surgeons or through affidavits included in legalization petitions, many recent immigrants are among the millions of Americans without health insurance and do not have regular doctors who could give such assurances (Goldman, Smith, and Sood 2005).

Discrepant Medical and Legal Definitions of Drug Use

The 1990 amendments to the INA also replaced the previous exclusion of “narcotic drug addict” with the expanded category of “drug abuser or addict.” Under current regulations, immigrants who have previously engaged or are currently engaged in the nonmedical use of any substance named in Section 202 of the Controlled Substances Act, which includes a wide variety of narcotics and other controlled substances, could be considered drug “abusers” or “addicts” as a matter of law. Although USCIS guidelines to civil surgeons suggest that doctors should use the American Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders’ (DSM) definitions of “substance abuse” (“generally characterized by a pattern of recurrent substance use despite adverse consequences and impairment,” emphasis ours) and “substance dependence” (“generally characterized by compulsive long-term substance use despite significant substance-related physical, psychological, social, occupational, or behavioral problems,” emphasis ours) when making immigration-related diagnoses, civil surgeons are simultaneously instructed to record “any drug abuse” on the Form I-693 (USCIS 2012; emphasis added). These conflicting imperatives facilitated biomedical outcomes that were detrimental to legalization cases. In an interview, a Network attorney recalled a case in which she felt her client was unfairly labeled a drug addict.

I had a case for a kid with an approved U Visa petition [who] went in for his medical exam. The doctor asked him about drug use. He said, “No, I’m not a drug addict.” “Have you ever used drugs?” “Well, yeah. I did coke once when I was 14 and I smoked pot three times.” He’s 22 now. “Well, you’re a drug addict,” [the doctor said]. We’re still fighting it. [The case] has been pending since 2010.
Having been labeled an “addict” by a medical examiner could forever bar the young man from his chance at permanent residency in the United States.

**Misplaced Trust**

Bioethicists have been cognizant of the blurring of medical roles in patient care, which can prove damaging to patients. The classic example is known as the “therapeutic misconception,” when patients participate in clinical research that also constitutes their health care and may not understand which part of the care they are receiving advances research and which treatments benefit their health (Kimmelman 2007). A similar blurring of roles occurs when immigrants visit physicians who examine their health status and simultaneously complete paperwork for legal immigration purposes. An Equal Justice attorney articulated this tension in an interview, explaining, “People feel, usually, free and open to talk to their medical doctor about their care, but sometimes the lines get blurred because in this instance, the medical doctor is in fact taking that information and writing to Immigration about it.”

**Vulnerable Populations**

Whether they “pass” or “fail” the immigration medical exam, submitting to biomedical assessments can be traumatic for individuals for whom the grounds for their legal requests may involve torture, sexual, or other physical victimization, the case for some asylum and U Visa petitioners and status holders. Torture, domestic violence, or other crime victims may also have had suicidal thoughts during or after the time of abuse that can have significant legal ramifications for noncitizens. Civil surgeons are expected to document suicidal ideation if it comes up during medical examinations, which may cause USCIS adjudicators to issue Requests for Evidence (RFE) for additional information about the trauma immigrants endured. Therefore, humanitarian immigration policies designed to protect vulnerable populations may, via their implementation across various institutions, have the effect of haunting immigrants when symptomatic manifestations of their violent experiences become part of their legal records, capable of being used by the state as an exclusionary tool.

**Cascading Consequences**

Unlike in areas with universal health-care provision such as Canada and Europe, in the United States health care is closely tied to employment and public welfare, which in turn is dependent on an immigrant’s legal status. Consequently, spending extended time in temporary legal statuses (such as U Visa standing) or those that may not expire but confer limited benefits (such as asylum status) may cascade into a wide array of problems (Menjívar and Abrego 2012). Compared to asylees and U Visa holders, legal permanent residents are eligible for a larger range of welfare benefits that foster socioeconomic sustenance and mobility. The obvious appeal of residency notwithstanding, immigrants remain in precarious legal statuses short of residency if they cannot meet application requirements such as the medical exam. In these “liminal” legal positions (Menjívar 2006), immigrants are also subject to expulsion from the country if convicted of criminal offenses (Hagan, Rodriguez, and Castro 2011). Therefore, aside from the economic vulnerability individuals face if unable to pay for medical examinations and adjust to permanent residency, a Network lawyer noted the danger of deportation immigrants had to contend with. Describing a family of asylee clients in this situation, she stated: “God forbid someone commits a crime. They’re going to find themselves deported because they never got to that step.”

Similarly, immigrants with temporary standings like U Visa status face the prospect of becoming undocumented by default if they cannot take the residency “step” before their four-year standing expires (Brown 2011). Unauthorized individuals are completely ineligible for residency and deportable at any moment (De Genova 2002). Instead of being restricted from moving...
forward along the legal status continuum, immigrants in this position could be forced backwards into the shadows of the law (Chavez 1992) and face ripple effects associated with “learning to be illegal” (Gonzales 2011). For example, forgoing a green card because of financial inability to produce a medical exam could invalidate a work permit acquired through an expired, temporary immigration status, endangering a job that came with health insurance for an entire family.

Red Flags

For individuals who are able to complete medical examinations and petition USCIS for immigration benefits, the wait for legalization may not end. USCIS adjudicators have the discretion to read individuals’ exam forms and base their case decisions on their interpretation of physicians’ reports. Lawyers maintained that sometimes it is not so much immigrants’ health status but the finished forms themselves that can determine legal outcomes. Attorneys suspected that the language or completion style of exam paperwork, including what is filled in and omitted, can lead USCIS adjudicators to issue RFEs and defer their decisions on immigrants’ petitions. In crafting exam-related RFEs, adjudicators have the opportunity to review applicants’ entire legal cases and add other requests, which can “open a can of worms” that would have otherwise remained “closed.”

Our analysis of the immigration medical exam as a technology of biopolitical citizenship reveals the problematic consequences of health assessments performed within a legal and bureaucratic context that carry ramifications for individuals beyond their biological state. In a fragmented, for-profit health-care system dependent upon care providers whose professional status gives them great autonomy with little accountability, immigrants who undergo medical exams for legalization purposes are not evaluated and sorted on medical criteria alone. The result is not a new instance of medicalization of immigration procedures in the sense of an expansion of medical definitions and powers to solve social problems (Conrad 2007). Neither is the medical exam hijacked for political reasons. The concept of biopolitical citizenship highlights that the use of medical procedures in immigration adjudication processes creates a unique set of criteria that are simultaneously medical, bureaucratic, and legal. The medical exam is transformed from a diagnostic or preventive mechanism to a selection device, and the clinician becomes a civil surgeon playing a gatekeeping role in the immigration legal machinery (Foucault 1976; Illich 1976; Zola 1972). Holding the keys to both medical and immigration pathways, civil surgeons exert their professional autonomy to interpret the mandate as they see fit.

In the end, neither the civil surgeon nor the exam matters as much as the I-693, which attains scientific and bureaucratic authority as it decontextualizes disease nuances for adjudication purposes. We find many signs of this unique blend of science and bureaucracy in the implementation of the immigration medical exam. Medical definitions of mental health and drug use shift within the immigration context from biomedical risk factors to legal tools of exclusion. A further instance of the biopolitical mode of citizenship acquisition is the lawyer’s proactive coaching of clients to present a picture of health that, while not untruthful, remains administratively compatible. This labor implicitly involves lawyers in the state’s “disciplinary” work vis-à-vis immigrants (Foucault 1991, 1993) while simultaneously positioning attorneys as state critics (Coutin 2000). The result is that some aspiring citizens are screened out for being biomedically “unhealthy” according to the state and others for reasons associated with the pervasive access and care barriers in the U.S. health-care system.

DNA Testing for Family Reunification

The importance of biological criteria in the family-based immigration legal process has escalated in recent years, with the increasing use of DNA testing to verify the genetic relationships of legal status holders to petitioning relatives (Aizenman 2006; Swarns 2007). Unlike the mandatory medical exam, genetic testing is not required of immigrants petitioning for legal status via a family
In cases we observed, it emerged that social, political, or economic circumstances in immigrants’ countries of origin prevented them from being able to produce required evidentiary documents; they can’t find it. So they [the U.S. Embassy] are doubting the relationship between the father and the child because of the marriage, which they shouldn’t be. It’s totally unfair. He [the asylee] was requested [to do] a DNA test.

The man, who fled Cameroon because protests against the government landed him in prison, where he was tortured, once again found the course of his life negatively affected by political and bureaucratic problems in his home country. Documentary requirements often posed particular hardships for asylum seekers or approved asylees because they may have lost important paperwork in government raids, war, or hasty departures from their countries of origin. And certain countries, rural areas, or places such as refugee camps may not have had any opportunities for registration of events such as births or marriages in the first place.

The major difference between the medical exam and genetic testing as biopolitical citizenship techniques resides in the discretionary nature of the DNA request: genetic testing presumes that documentary evidence demonstrating familial relationships is insufficient and a nightmare scenario of “Do you want to get your kids here or not?” The decision boiled down to the “nightmare scenario” of “Can you do it?” or “Does the client want to do it?” Testing is technically “voluntary,” but it is only requested when no other form of credible evidence is available in conjunction with an immigrant visa application (Bureau of Consular Affairs n.d.). Immigrants who do not perform DNA tests in these situations have an opportunity to explain their noncompliance, but they face almost-certain rejection of their applications. On a de facto level, DNA testing easily became obligatory. An Equal Justice attorney explained in an interview that most immigrant clients who were asked to furnish biological proof of their relationships provided it, despite personal or financial hardship involved. “It’s not a decision about ‘Can you do it?’ or ‘Does the client want to do it?’” Does the client want to do it?"

If immigrants’ documentary evidence of family relationships is deemed insufficient and a genetic test recommended, the immigrant petitioner is responsible for initiating the process by selecting a laboratory where their DNA sample will be collected. However, similar to the medical exam, cost affects immigrants’ ability to participate in genetic testing. International DNA testing for one parent-child relationship often costs $450 or more (Swarns 2007). In addition, DNA testing requires a sophisticated infrastructure of certified laboratories across nation-state borders to process the results. For example, USCIS may require that blood samples are procured in consulates or embassies abroad and analyzed at U.S. laboratories. At each one of these sites, samples may go missing, genetic kits linger, and both the accuracy and expediency of the process can be compromised. DNA is supposed to be fail proof, but in one family a Network attorney worked with, her client’s initial test did not confirm paternity but a follow-up test did. This delayed adjudication of the immigrant’s legal request and his reunification with his daughter. It also likely devastated family relationships.

The major difference between the medical exam and genetic testing as biopolitical citizenship techniques resides in the discretionary nature of the DNA request: genetic testing presumes that documentary evidence demonstrating familial relationships is insufficient and a nightmare scenario. But the notion of “fraud” is complicated in defining family relationships. Given the importance accorded the extended family in U.S. immigration laws of the post-1965
period, relying on DNA technology to prove the existence of familial relationships is problematic given that kinship bonds may be forged beyond heteronormative nuclear family units (Carsten 2004; Franklin and McKinnon 2001; Heinemann and Lemke 2013; Howell 2009; Levine 2008; Schneider 1980). Interviews revealed that lawyers were aware some people knowingly claimed biologically unrelated people as blood relatives in reunification petitions. In other cases, such as countries with high maternal mortality, attorneys perceived that the distinction between family and nonfamily was not clear-cut. During an interview, an EJLA lawyer conveyed:

You see babies who don’t have parents because the mom died of AIDS when they were six months old, the aunt raised it from birth as her own child, and then she petitioned for it. And they’re not related as in mother-child, so that would be considered fraud. But to them, that was their child that they raised since birth.

During case preparation meetings, EJLA lawyers explained to immigrant clients that only their biological children counted for reunification purposes in the U.S. legal context. But in interviews, attorneys described that petitioners sometimes maintained alternate conceptualizations of family nonetheless.

It’s very hard to raise someone from a super-extended family that you can’t bring in because their relationship isn’t close enough under immigration laws. I know of a case where someone said, “Yes, yes, yes” [when I asked if her daughter was related to her by blood]. “You literally gave birth at the hospital?” [the lawyer asked]. “Yes, yes, yes” [the client repeated], but the DNA test showed no. It was her nephew instead of her son. There’s this perception out there among clients sometimes [that] if you’re in the same [extended] family, you’re going to be OK. It [the DNA] will come out the same. And it doesn’t, right? So I’m sure she’s not the only one who has gotten that [result]. But it creates problems for a client who does that in terms of fraud . . . Your record is your record.

As the lawyer’s comments suggest, discrepancies between reported kinship and genetic kinship emerge as documented legal fraud in immigration proceedings, carrying powerful consequences for immigrant petitioners and their families.

While the family petitions of individual immigrants were sometimes perceived as questionable, certain countries—such as Eritrea, Ethiopia, Cameroon, and China, according to lawyers—were considered “high fraud countries” by USCIS so that any “official” documentation produced there was suspect anyway. After a 2008 study of African refugees found “high rates of fraud” based on the DNA testing of individuals listing themselves as family members for U.S. immigration benefits, researchers believe African petitioners may be subject to extra scrutiny in family legalization petitions (Esbenshade 2010). An EJLA lawyer characterized the situation in an interview as “punishing the whole lot for the alleged lies of a few, painting with a wide brush everyone from a particular country.” Other countries take these suspicions even further. The German Federal Foreign Office published a list of over 40 countries whose documents are not acknowledged by German embassies because they assume that these countries’ systems of identity registration lack sound procedures. In doing so, they build explicit ethnic and racial biases into its legitimization procedures (Helen and Lemke 2012).

The de facto requirement to offer scientific proof of family relationships for reunification put lawyers in the bind of telling their clients that the state demanded proof of paternity or maternity. Worse, the scientific proof against immigration legal fraud may have the effect of tearing apart the family unit it is supposed to verify and uphold. The biopolitical request for DNA often arises at a late stage of family separation, intersecting with difficult emotional dynamics that further complicate the collaboration necessary to obtain genetic samples. The first author had the opportunity to work on a family reunification case for a Cambodian asylee and his four children that been pending for ten years because the file had been lost several times and sent to the wrong office for processing. Once the children’s petitions were actually approved by USCIS in 2011, DNA testing requests by Consular officers in Phnom Penh who doubted the paternal relationship (after interviewing the children before issuing visas for travel into the United States) created further barriers.
to family reunification, with the family members growing increasingly desperate. Ultimately the father stopped working on his children’s petitions before submitting a response to the U.S. Consulate. Over the long period of physical separation, he explained during a meeting that his family relationships had crumbled, and the children, who had since become adults, were resentful that their father was unable to bring the family together.

I want my kids to come to the United States, but they are so big now. When I left [Cambodia], they were little children, but now they are adults. My wife and I were so lonely here without them that we had two other kids. My kids [in Cambodia] think we don’t want them anymore. We do, but they have separate lives now, boyfriends and girlfriends, jobs. They don’t want to talk to me . . . Why pay for the [DNA] tests if they won’t come? My wife and I don’t have the money.

Faced with the prospect of coming up with $1200 for genetic testing without knowing whether his children would cooperate or relocate to the United States after such an extended period apart, the father decided to abandon his family petitions.

In theory, DNA technologies should not produce inequities in immigration procedures because genetic fingerprinting offers the most reliable and accurate means of establishing the biological ties that matter to the state. The objectivity of DNA testing hinges on the ability to reduce complex family relationships to genetic markers. But this same decontextualization ignores culturally meaningful family configurations in which kin is not born but made. Because DNA matches are elevated as the gold standard for family relationship verification, any discrepancy becomes documented fraud. While DNA trumps narrative and documentary evidence and is considered self-sufficient, its use and credibility nevertheless depends on how it is embedded in a bureaucratic context (Lynch et al. 2008). In the U.S. immigration bureaucracy, suspicions of fraud surface most often for people from some countries. Thus, the institutionalization of DNA testing in the U.S. legalization process disproportionately affects certain people, such that an evaluation touted as objective and thus “fair” becomes biased in its consequences.

**Conclusion**

In the social sciences, biopolitical citizenship draws attention to the specific blend of politics and biomedical techniques that shape the relationship between a state and its citizens. The concept highlights how aspiring and full citizens organize on biomedical grounds for state rights and how the state shapes populations into biological citizens. The resulting citizenship configurations are irreducible to either biomedical parameters or policy directives alone but inevitably constitute a biomedical-political fusion. The actual implementation of the techniques and their configuration in broader state structures matters for the consequences they have on citizenship rights.

Within immigration legalization processes, the use of biomedical criteria has shifted over the past century. At the turn of the twentieth century, the goal was to protect the U.S. population from infectious disease, but insatiable demand for labor made the medical exam largely a formality for many European immigrants (Fairchild 2003). In light of the most recent politicization of immigration policies (Calavita 1996; Menjívar and Abrego 2012), the contemporary aim of using biomedical criteria is to restrict undesirable immigration. Biomedical selection criteria are touted as fair, transparent, democratic, and above all objective. This biomedical objectivity privileges expert judgments and standardized bureaucratic criteria over narrative, self-reported evidence (Porter 1995). Aspiring citizens expose part of their biology to the state in order to achieve a change in legal status. The state, in turn, relies upon medical experts to extract a desired biological truth. Attorneys attempt to improve their clients' chances of legalization by prepping them about issues they may encounter and suggesting they take preventative steps to avoid exclusion. They also look for alternative venues for biomedical
assessments to be performed. Further downstream in the citizenship process, state agents interpret immigrants’ biomedical information with significant discretionary power. The consequence is that certain people are more susceptible than others to exclusion not only on biological grounds, but also on assorted bureaucratic vulnerabilities.

The resulting stratification does not depend on biomedical criteria alone but on how these criteria are instituted within everyday clinical and laboratory practices and macro-level political and bureaucratic systems. In DNA testing, the relevant context of biopolitics involves every element that affects the existence of documentary evidence across the globe, while the medical exam is firmly ensconced in the access, cost, and quality of care problems of the U.S. health system. Biomedical screening and testing always come with false positives and false negatives as a result of a balance between a test’s sensitivity and selectivity based on technoscientific parameters. There is, however, also a bureaucratic equivalent to the more technological measures of false positives and negatives. In the medical exam context, the discrepancy between CDC or DSM criteria and commonsense and clinical understandings of drug abuse systematically produce such “false positives.” “False negatives” may also occur when questions are skipped or asked perfunctorily. With DNA testing, “false positives” happen when biological ties no longer match cultural understandings of family ties. The actual number of “false positives” goes beyond assessment to turning biomedical criteria and results into bureaucratic rationales. People fail to be screened or tested because they cannot pay for the evaluations or because the burden of fraudulent paternity or maternity is too heavy to bear. People fail to obtain desired results because professional discretion turns against them or because forms are not filled out correctly.

Different biomedical techniques enforce different institutional norms. DNA technologies define the family of interest as a nuclear, heterosexual set of relationships tied by genetic commonalities. Nonbiological extended family ties not only do not count, but their discovery translates into documented legal fraud. This creates a disjuncture between the constrained family unit sanctioned in immigration proceedings, and the multiple, heterogeneous family configurations available to individuals in social life. During a medical exam, even the slightest mention of past drug use becomes a “preexisting condition” that voids citizenship. The focus on drug-free and mentally healthy populations as a state concern in legalization procedures also stands in sharp contrast to immigrants’ restricted health-care access prior to citizenship and to the lack of a right to health in the contemporary United States more broadly. Biopolitical citizenship policies are much more restrictive than policies for U.S. citizens and constitute a double standard for aspiring citizens.

Some current observers of biopolitics have drawn a bright line between the punitive, state-imposed racial eugenics and nativism of the past, and the more participatory, activist-driven implementation of biomedical techniques at a transnational level in the present (Novas and Rose 2000). But the incorporation of biomedical techniques into current U.S. legalization processes demonstrates that contemporary bio-medicalization works both across nation-state borders and reinforces them; it is therefore a multisited phenomenon. However, determining citizenship with biomedical techniques echoes some of the insidious ethnic exclusion of the past. This is perhaps the clearest in Germany, where more than 40 countries are singled out as fraud-rampant states, or in Finland, where state requests for analysis of immigrants’ DNA target Somali applicants almost exclusively (Helén and Lemke 2012). In the United States, DNA requests are more likely to arise for applicants from some countries than others. The result is a systematic insertion of ethnic bias into citizenship proceedings.

In the context of the immigration literature, we demonstrated that mid-level actors mediate the content and consequences of biopolitical citizenship in addition to lay individuals and the state. The deployment of biomedical technologies as political gatekeeping devices in the legalization process triggers strategic responses by skilled attorney intermediaries (Berger 2009; Coutin 2000; Villalón 2010). By priming immigrant clients about how to navigate medical exams and genetic testing, lawyers shape the actual forms biopolitical citizenship takes on the ground. Before immigrants undergo medical exams for residency purposes, lawyers advise them to shield
particular forms of their biology and to reveal others at opportune moments. While preparing family petitions, attorneys seek documentary proof of immigrants’ kinship ties to help them avoid requests for DNA evidence. When these efforts fall short, lawyers prepare petitions by being explicit about the kinds of relationships that count to the U.S. state to ensure immigrants do not commit acts of fraud that will shatter reunification hopes and haunt their legal lives forever. In this anticipatory filtering work, lawyers are neither complete “agents of law” who execute immigration laws and associated bureaucratic mandates, nor are they total “critics of law” whose labor aims to subvert biomedical technologies (Coutin 2000:104). Instead, attorneys’ endeavors reflect efforts to locate maneuvering space for their clients prior to undergoing biased sorting mechanisms that have the potential to determine their destinies in the United States.

Biopolitical citizenship highlights how health logics that are universal, fair, and objective in principle chafe against the priorities of restrictive immigration policies. Thus, an immigrant who qualifies for U Visa standing based on domestic violence may be disqualified for permanent residency because of mental trauma caused by the original abuse. And the quest for genetic proof of family ties to facilitate legalization may further sever ties already frayed by long periods of separation. While combining conflicting health and immigration policy prerogatives could theoretically promote greater inclusion and empowerment of immigrants, the intermingling of inequalities in each bureaucracy ultimately has the effect of further excluding at least some aspiring citizens. Therefore, while biopolitical sorting is introduced as a biomedical fix for recalcitrant political and bureaucratic problems, the mechanism actually creates added stratifications of haves and have-nots. Biopolitical citizenship means sorting aspiring immigrants on biomedical grounds along bureaucratic, financial, legal, and political axes.
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